Characteristic MRI findings of sarcomatoid renal cell carcinoma dedifferentiated from clear cell renal carcinoma: radiological-pathological correlation.
To evaluate MRI findings of sarcomatoid renal cell carcinoma (SRCC). Eleven patients with pathologically proven SRCC dedifferentiated from clear cell renal carcinoma (CCRC) underwent preoperative renal MRI. The MRI findings were compared with histological findings. On MRI, the following findings were evaluated: the presence and distribution of areas showing heterogeneous iso to high signal intensity (SI) on T2-weighted images (T2HIA) and conspicuously low SI areas (T2LIA) compared to normal renal cortex, areas showing high SI on T1-weighted images and unenhanced areas on dynamic contrast-enhanced images, disruption of pseudocapsule, and the SIs of T2HIA and T2LIA on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI). The apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values and SI ratios to muscle on dynamic contrast-enhanced imaging (DCE) were compared between T2HIA and T2LIA using the t test. The distribution of T2HIA and T2LIA was as follows: a mixed pattern alone in five, nodular T2LIA pattern alone in one, both mixed and nodular T2LIA patterns in four, and a separated pattern in one. Disruption of the pseudocapsule was seen in all cases. The imaging findings suggesting intratumoral hemorrhage and necrosis were seen in 18% and 63%, respectively. The SIs of T2HIA and T2LIA were low intermediate and high on DWI, respectively. T2LIA and T2HIA corresponded to the components of SRCC with abundant fibrosis and CCRC, respectively. T2LIA showed significantly lower enhancement at all DCE phases and a lower ADC value than T2HIA. The presence of T2LIA corresponding to the area showing a hypovascular nature and markedly restricted diffusion might be characteristic findings of SRCC. Intratumoral hemorrhage and necrosis were seen, but they were not specific findings.